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Abstract

Multi-class closed queuing networks with synchronization stations find applications in analytical models of
assembly systems and production systems operating under pull controlpolicies. These queuing networks
are hard to analyze exactly and therefore approximation methods must beused for performance evaluation.
In this research we propose a new efficient approach based on parametric decomposition. Using recent
developments in two-moment approximations for fork/join stations, we develop efficient algorithms for gen-
eral multi-class closed queuing networks with synchronization stations. Numerical studies indicate that the
proposed method is computationally efficient and yields fairly accurate results when compared to simulation.
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1 Introduction
Multi-class closed queuing networks with synchronization stations find applications in analytical queuing
models of a wide variety of applications. In queuing models of assembly networks, fork/join stations are
used to model the operations at kitting stations. At these stations, the components required for a particular
assembly are grouped into a kit prior to release into the assembly line. In queuing models of manufacturing
systems with palletized flow, fork/join stations are used to model the synchronization constraints between
the material handling systems (pallets) and products. Queuing networks with fork/join stations also find
applications in analytical models of computer systems with parallel processing.The research in this paper
is motivated by different application – the analysis multiple product manufacturing systems operating under
different pull control strategies such as generalized kanban and CONWIP. In these systems, a fixed number
of cards (or kanbans) regulate the flow of products at various stationsand limit work in process (WIP) in-
ventories in the system. The fork/join stations are used model the synchronization constraints imposed on
products, cards and customer demands.

The state space explosion phenomena limits the use of Markov chain based approaches to analyze the perfor-
mance of closed queuing networks with synchronization stations. To overcome this computational complex-
ity recent studies such as Kreig and Kuhn (6) have used decomposition methods to analyze queuing models
of kanban systems with multiple products. While their approach yields good estimates of system perfor-
mance, it requires that service times at the different stations in the network be exponentially distributed.
Prior studies such as Duri et al. (3) use product form approximations toanalyze queuing models of multi-
product kanban systems. The key idea behind their approach is to approximate the performance of stations
with general service times having general distribution by those having load dependent exponential service
times. Other studies such as Ryan and Choobineh (9) analyze queuing models of multi-product systems
operating under CONWIP control by solving a set of complex non-linear equations. This research is similar



to these prior studies efforts in two ways. First, this research also focuses on developing efficient approaches
to evaluate performance of multi-product systems with synchronization stations. In particular, we focus on
queuing networks models of system operating under pull control. Second, the aim is to develop a general
approach that can be applied in different settings.

However unlike prior approaches, our approach is based on parametric decomposition and two moment ap-
proximations. This approach uses traffic process approximations insteadof approximating the service pro-
cess by load dependent servers. Previous studies such as Whitt (11)and Bitran and Tirupati (1) have used
parametric decomposition based approaches to the develop efficient algorithms for the analysis of multi-
classopenqueuing networks in general settings. However applications of the parametric decomposition
approach in the analysis of closed queuing networks with synchronizationstations are limited. The main
reason being that a key building block, namely two-moment approximations forsynchronization stations
were not available. Using recently developed two-moment approximations for fork/join synchronization
stations (7), (8), the authors have recently proposed parametric decomposition based algorithms for closed
queuing networks. Satyam et al. (10) use an approach similar to that proposed in Kamath et al. (4) to
develop efficient algorithms for multi-class closed queuing networks. However that work does not consider
queuing networks with synchronization stations. Parametric decomposition based approaches for closed
queuing networks with synchronization station have been proposed by Krishnamurthy and Suri (8). How-
ever, their work is restricted to networks with single class of customers. Thisresearch presents an important
extension to both Satyam et al. (10) and Krishnamurthy and Suri (8) in thatwe develop a parametric de-
composition based approach to analyze multi-class closed queuing network with synchronization stations.
The approach is based on renewal approximations for the traffic process in the closed queuing networks and
uses two moment approximations to characterize the performance measures at the different stations. There-
fore the approach is applicable in a wide variety of settings. In addition, the algorithms developed in this
research are relatively fast to execute and provide fairly accurate estimates of system performance enabling
their use in decision tools that support managerial decisions. Due to spacerestrictions, the discussion in this
paper is motivated by analysis of systems operating under CONWIP control.However, the approach can be
extended to more general settings.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the queuing model of multi-product
system with fork/join synchronization stations operating under CONWIP control. Section 3 discusses the
analysis approach. The approach is based on parametric decomposition and the key steps:characterization,
linkageandsolutionare discussed in subsections 3.1 to 3.4. Results of numerical studies conducted are
summarized in Section 4 and conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 System Model
Figure 1 shows the queuing model of a multi-product manufacturing system operating under CONWIP
control. We assume that the system manufacturesRproducts and that each product undergoes processing at
one or more of theM manufacturing station in the system. The routing for each product type is pre-specified
and deterministic. Using this information, for each stationm(m = 1, . . . ,M) we identify the setVm that
lists the products that get routed through the station. For the simplicity of exposition, we assume that each
manufacturing station is comprised of a single server station with general service times. Since the system
operates under CONWIP control, corresponding to each productr, there areKr cards in the system that
limit the work in process inventory of type-r products. The fork/join stationsJr,i , i = 0,1, r = 1, . . . ,Rmodel
synchronization constraints between products, cards, and customer demands. Each fork/join stationJr,i has
two input queues,Pr,i andFr,i+1. At stationJr,0, the raw material in queuePr,0 and card in queueFr,1 are
joined together as one entity and released into the manufacturing system. The product undergoes processing



at the different stations in the manufacturing system and then queues in the finished goods buffer denoted
by the queuePr,1 at fork/join stationJr,1. At Jr,1 customer demands in queueFr,2 and finished products from
Pr,1 join together and exit the system. Simultaneously, the card attached to the finished product is released
and sent back to queueFr,1.

Figure 1: Queuing model of multi-product system with fork/join stations (Note that the routing for only two
product types, type-1 and type-R are shown in the figure)

3 Analysis Approach
The system shown in Figure 1 can be viewed as a closed queuing network with the product specific cards
acting as multiple classes of customers and the raw material and the external demands imposing as external
synchronization constraints. The underlying characteristics make the network non-product form implying
that approximate methods must be used for performance evaluation. We propose a new efficient approach
based on parametric decomposition. The approach consists of four main steps: decomposition, characteri-
zation, linkage and solution.

1. Decomposition:The closed queuing network is first decomposed into its constituent stations or nodes.
This yieldsM manufacturing stations,R upstream fork/join stations, andR downstream fork/join
stations. It is to be noted that each manufacturing stationm potentially serves multiple product types,
while, each fork/join station is dedicated to a particular product type,r.

2. Characterization:In the characterization step, each node (manufacturing and fork/join station) ob-
tained from decomposition is analyzed in isolation assuming that (i) the arrivaland service process at
the node is renewal, and that (ii) the arrival (service) process can becharacterized by the mean and
SCV of the inter-arrival (service) times respectively. Not that this implies that the departure process
from each node is also assumed to be renewal and that the inter-departure times are characterized by
its mean and SCV. Based on the analysis of the nodes in isolation, two moment-approximations are
derived for the mean and SCV parameter of the inter-departure times, throughput, and the mean queue
length(s) at each node. Note that the parameters characterizing the service process at each manufac-
turing stationm, the raw material arrival process (atJr,0), and demand arrival process (atJr,1) for each
product type-r are inputs for this analysis.

3. Linkage: In the linkage step, known relationships linking the traffic processes in a closed queuing
network are used to derive equations that relate the parameters characterizing the departure and arrival
processes at the different nodes. Finally, Little’s law is applied to the entirenetwork to ensure that the



sum of the average queue lengths of cards of type-r cards at the different stations equal the network
population,Kr . This leads to a set of nonlinear equations in the unknown traffic processparameters
of the network.

4. Solution:In the solution step, the system of non-linear equations is solved using an iterative algorithm
which stops when successive iterations yield parameter estimates that are close enough. Estimates of
the various performance metrics such as the system throughput, mean waitingtimes and queue lengths
at the different nodes are easily determined from this solution.

3.1 Characterization of Manufacturing Stations
In the parametric decomposition approach, the performance of each manufacturing stationm, in the network
is analyzed in isolation assuming that the arrival and service process of products of type-r (r ∈ Vm) are
renewal. We further assume that (λ−1

ar,m
, c2

ar,m
) and (τr,m, c2

sr,m
) denote the mean and SCV of the inter-arrival

and service times of product type-r at stationm respectively. Then the inputs to the manufacturing station
m in the closed queuing network is characterized by the parameter tuple (λ−1

ar,m
, c2

ar,m
, τr,m, c2

sr,m
, Kr ) for

r = 1, . . . ,R. Assuming that this input information is known stationm is analyzed to derive expressions
for the mean (SCV) of the inter-departure times,λ−1

dr,m
(c2

dr,m
), the mean queue length,̄Lr,m, for each product

type-r at stationm. These expressions are derived using an analysis similar to that used for the analysis of
open queuing networks in Whitt (11). The basic idea is to define an aggregate product at each stationm. The
arrival process of this aggregate product at stationm corresponds to the superposition of the arrival process
of the products routed through this station. This arrival process is also assumed to be renewal and we letλ−1

am

andc2
am

denote the mean and SCV of the inter-arrival times of the aggregate product at stationm. Similarly,
the service times of the aggregate product are also assumed to bei.i.d with meanτm and SCV,c2

sm
. Then,

λ−1
am

andτm are given by

λ−1
am

=

(

∑
r∈Vm

λar,m

)−1

(1)

τm = (λ−1
am

) ∑
r∈Vm

λar,mτr,m (2)

If ρr,m = λar,mτr,m denotes the station utilization by product type-r, and ρm = λamτm denotes the overall
utilization of stationm, then using the results of the analysis in Whitt (11) and Bitran and Tirupati (1)
expressions forc2

sm
andc2

am
are written as follows:

c2
sm

+1 = (1/λamτ2
m) ∑

r∈Vm

λar,m(c2
sr,m

+1)τ2
r,m (3)

c2
am

= ωc̄2 +(1−ω) (4)

wherec̄2 = ∑r∈Vm
(λar,m/λam)c2

ar,m
, ω−1 = [1+4(1−ρm)2](ν−1) andν−1 = ∑r∈Vm

(λar,m/λam)2. Similarly,

the mean,λdm and SCV,c2
dm

of the inter-departure times are written as

λdm = λam (5)

c2
dm

= (1−ρ2
m)c2

am
+ρ2

mc2
sr,m

(6)

Further, ifW̄q,m denotes the mean waiting time in queue for the aggregate product at stationm, then the mean
queue length at stationm is given by:

L̄m = λar,mW̄q,m+ρm (7)



Using performance estimates of the aggregate product, expressions forthe performance measures of indi-
vidual product at stationmcan be written as follows:

λdr,m = λar,m (8)

c2
dr,m

= ρ2
r,mc2

sr,m
+ pr ∑

j∈Vm
j 6=r

ρ2
j,m

p j
(c2

sj,m
+c2

a j,m
)+(1−2ρr,mρm+ρ2

r,m)c2
ar,m

(9)

L̄r,m = λar,mW̄q,m+ρr,m ∀r,∀m (10)

where,pr = λar,m/λam, L̄r = ∑M
j=1 L̄r, j ,∀r, andL̄m = ∑r∈Vm

L̄r, j ,∀m. Thus far, the characterization equations
closely follow the open queuing network analysis in Whitt (11) and Bitran andTirupati (1). The key differ-
ence between the open and closed queuing network analysis lies in the determination of the mean waiting
time,W̄q,m. Since each stationm is part of a closed queuing network,̄Wq,m is a function ofλar,m, τr,m, c2

sr,m
,

c2
ar,m

andKr of all productsr at the different stations i.e.:

W̄q,m = g(λam,τm,c2
sm

,c2
am

,Kr ,∀r,m) (11)

Since the network is non-product form, the functiong can be quite complex. Hence, we use an approxima-
tion and writeg as the product of two terms,̄WGI/G/1

q,m and fm. The termW̄GI/G/1
q,m corresponds to the mean

waiting time in an openGI/G/1 queue characterized by the parameter tuple for the aggregate productat
stationm, namely

(

λam,τm,c2
sm

,c2
am

)

and the termfm accounts for the finite population of the closed queuing
network. In other words, we write

W̄q,m = fm×W̄GI/G/1
q,m

(

λam,τm,c2
sm

,c2
am

)

= fm

(

τmρm

1−ρm

)

(

c2
sm

+c2
am

2

)

(12)

In general, the determination offm,m= 1, . . . ,M can be as complex as solving the original network. How-
ever for a given network, a good estimate offm can be determined using the following approach. Corre-
sponding to each product type-r a single class product form closed queuing networkC(r) is identified. The
stations inC(r) correspond to those visited by type-r products in the original network. The service times
at a stationm in C(r) is assumed to be exponentially distributed with meanτ̃r,m = τr,m/

(

1−∑k∈Sk,k6=r ρ̃k,m
)

,
whereρ̃k,m = λ̃k,mτ̃k,m, andλ̃k,m is the throughput of the closed queuing networkC(k). Since each network,
C(k) is product form, it is analyzed using a procedure such as convolution ormean value analysis and the
waiting time,W̃C,(k)

qm at each stationm in C(k) is obtained. Next, ifW̃O,(k)
qm denotes the mean waiting time in

queue at anM/M/1 queue with arrivals at ratẽλk,m and exponential service times with mean service time
τ̃k,m, then we write

fm =
W̃C,(k)

qm

W̃O,(k)
qm

= W̃C,(k)
qm

(

1− λ̃k,mτ̃k,m

λ̃k,mτ̃2
k,m

)

∀k,m (13)

3.2 Characterization of Fork/Join Stations
To analyze the performance of each fork/join station,Jr,i in isolation we assume that the arrivals to queues
Pr,i andFr,i+1 are independent renewal processes. Further, we assume that the inter-arrival times to queue
Pr,i(Fr,i+1) have meanλ−1

Pr,i
(λ−1

Fr,i+1
)and SCVc2

Pr,i
(c2

Fr,i+1
) respectively. To better model the behavior of the

fork/join station in the original closed queuing network, we need to assume that the arrival process to queue
Pr,i(Fr,i+1) shuts down temporarily when it hasKr,i(Kr,i+1) units. Therefore, the inputs for the analysis of the
fork/join stationJr,i correspond to the parameter 6-tuple(λPr,i ,c

2
Pr,i

,Kr,i ,λFr,i+1,c
2
Fr,i+1

,Kr,i+1). Assuming that



these inputs are known, expressions for the mean (λDr,i ) and SCV (c2
Dr,i

) of the inter-departure times, and the
mean queue lengths (L̄Pr,i andL̄Fr,i+1) at Pr,i andFr,i+1 respectively are written using the results presented in
Krishnamurthy et al. (7). For notational simplicity, we definewr,i = λPr,i /λFr,i+1, c2

r,i = 0.5(c2
Pr,i

+c2
Fr,i+1

) and

vr,i = [(1−wr,i)w4
r,i ]/[(1+wr,i)(1+w8

r,i)].

λDr,i = λPr,i

[

1−w
Kr,i+Kr,i+1
r,i

1−w
Kr,i+Kr,i+1+1
r,i

]



1−0.5(c2
r,i −1)





(1−wr,i)w
Kr,i+Kr,i+1
r,i

1−w
2(Kr,i+Kr,i+1)+1
r,i







 (14)

L̄Pr,i =

[(

w
Kr,i+1+1
r,i

1−wr,i

)(

1−w
Kr,i
r,i

1−w
Kr,i+Kr,i+1+1
r,i

)

−

(

Kr,iw
Kr,i+Kr,i+1+1
r,i

1−w
Kr,i+Kr,i+1+1
r,i

)]

[

1+vr,i(c
2
r,i −1)

]

(15)

L̄Fr,i+1 =

[(

Kr,i+1

1−w
Kr,i+Kr,i+1+1
r,i

)

−

(

wr,i

1−wr,i

)

(

1−w
Kr,i+1
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1−w
Kr,i+Kr,i+1+1
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[

1−vr,i(c
2
r,i −1)

]

(16)

c2
Dr,i

=

[(

w5
r,ic

2
Fr,i+1

w5
r,i +1

)

+

(

c2
Pr,i

w5
r,i +1

)]

[

1−
1

Kr,i +Kr,i+1 +1
−

1
(Kr,i +Kr,i+1 +1)2

]

[

1+w2
r,i

]−1/2
(17)

3.3 Linkage
In the characterization step the nodes in the network (manufacturing and synchronization stations) were ana-
lyzed in isolation and expressions for performance measures were obtained assuming that the parameters of
the arrival and service processes at the different nodes are known. In general, not all the parameters charac-
terizing the different arrival processes are known. The relationships between these unknown parameters are
identified in the linking step. The traffic processes at the nodes are linked together using the routing informa-
tion for each product type in the network. In particular, four types of node linkages need to be considered:
(i) linking the departure process from fork/join stationJr,0 to the arrival process at a manufacturing station
m, (ii) linking the departure process from manufacturing stationm to the arrival process at manufacturing
stationn, n 6= m, (iii) linking the departure process from manufacturing stationm to the arrival process at
bufferPr,1 of the fork/join stationJr,1, and (iii) linking the departure process from fork/join stationJr,1 to the
arrival process at bufferFr,1 of the fork/join stationJr,0. The stochastic transformation equations for these
linkages are obtained using an approach similar to that presented in Krishnamurthy and Suri (8). The details
are omitted due to space constraints. Finally, Little’s law is applied to the entire network to obtain

L̄r =
M

∑
j=1

L̄r, j = Kr ∀r (18)

This results in a set of non-linear equations in the set of unknown parameters defining the traffic processes
in the closed queuing network.

3.4 Solution
In the solution step, the set of non-linear equations is solved to determine the network throughput,λr for
each product type-r. Note thatλr = λdr,m, for all stationsm in the routing for productr. The solution
algorithm starts with an initial estimate of the throughput for each product typeand progressively updates
the estimates of the different traffic process parameters until they converge and are consistent with the input
parameters. In order to improve the efficiency of this iterative method, the search for eachλr is restricted
between the lower boundλLB

r and upper boundλUB
r derived using the results given in Kant (5). The quasi-

Newton search using Broyden’s method (2) is used to improve the efficiency of the search for the solution
within the identified bounds.



4 Numerical Results
The performance of the algorithm was tested against several numerical examples obtained by varying the
number of productsR, the number of WIP cardsKr , the mean processing timesτr,m, the SCVc2

sr,m, the inter-
arrival time of demandλ−1

r,1 and the SCV of demandc2
r,1. In these experiments both high and low values

of the different SCV parameters (SCV=2.0 and SCV=0.7) were considered. The results were compared to
exact values obtained from simulation experiments obtained from a model builtusing PROMODEL (12)
and the absolute percentage error in throughput and mean queue lengthsrecorded. The results indicated
that in more than 95% of the cases the error in throughput (mean queue length) estimate was less than 5%
(7%). In all the cases, the algorithm converged to a solution within a few seconds. A sample of result for
a CONWIP system withM = 3, R= 3 is presented in Table 1. For the results presented, we assume that
Vm = {1, . . . ,R} for all m.

Table 1: Sample results –A: Analytical; S: Simulation, E: % Error
µr,m = λr,0 = 6, c2

sr,m
= c2

r,0 = c2
r,1 = 0.7, Kr,0 = Kr,1 = 4,∀r and

λ1,1 = λ2,1 = λ3,1 = λr,1

(K1, K2, K3) λr,1 λ1 λ2 λ3 L1,2 L2,2 L3,2

(4, 6, 5) 2.00 A 1.669 1.882 1.808 1.115 1.257 1.208
S 1.611 1.931 1.825 1.276 1.583 1.474
E 3.621 2.541 0.926 4.031 8.139 6.650

(6, 8, 9) 2.00 A 1.733 1.874 1.910 1.595 1.724 1.757
S 1.680 1.904 1.952 1.851 2.152 2.223
E 3.124 1.601 2.176 6.412 10.696 11.636

(4,4,4) 1.50 A 1.486 1.486 1.486 0.493 0.493 0.493
S 1.490 1.491 1.495 0.687 0.686 0.688
E 0.271 0.309 0.613 4.848 4.826 4.879

(4,4,4) 1.75 A 1.674 1.674 1.674 0.762 0.762 0.762
S 1.683 1.678 1.680 1.019 1.016 1.020
E 0.556 0.268 0.356 6.437 6.360 6.440

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how the algorithm proposed here can be used to predict trends in performance
measures for typical system configurations. Figure 2 shows the variationin system throughput with the
number of WIP cards. The particular system configuration considered hasM = R= 3, µr,m = λr,0 = λr,1 = 6,
Kr,0 = Kr,1 = 4 and SCVs (c2

sr,m
= c2

r,0 = c2
r,1) take values of 0.7 and 2. Figure 3 shows the distribution

of mean queue length of the different products (product 2 and product 3) at a particular manufacturing
station (station 2) for different WIP card settings (K1,K2,K3). The system configuration hasM = R = 3,
µr,m = λr,0 = λr,1 = 6, c2

sr,m
= c2

r,0 = c2
r,1 = 2, andKr,0 = Kr,1 = 4. From the graphs it can be seen that the

analytical model predicts the trends in the throughput and mean queue lengthvariations fairly well.

5 Conclusions
This paper presents a new efficient algorithm for the performance evaluation of multi-class closed queu-
ing networks with fork/join synchronization stations. Although the discussionin this paper is presented
by considering multi-product manufacturing systems operating under CONWIP control as an example, the
approach can be generalized to other settings. Numerical experiments show that the method yields fairly ac-
curate estimates of system performance and can therefore be used to analyze design tradeoffs. Our ongoing
research efforts are aimed at extending the approach to more general class of queuing networks.



Figure 2: Variation of system throughput for different WIP limits

Figure 3: Variation in mean queue length at station 2 for different WIP cardsettings
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